MAKE A KNIFE WITH KEN!

Ken and Paula started the Co-Op at
Smoky Mountain Knife Works in
2006 to offer free training and
apprenticeships and offer folks the
opportunity to experience making a
knife. It closed in 2012. They retired
from making knives to focus on
sharing their experiences and letting
people see the history of cutting
tools. They let folks get a little taste
of Black Smithing. They also remind
people that a knife is a cutting tool,
not a weapon.
“KNIVES DON’T HURT PEOPLE,
PEOPLE HURT PEOPLE!
NOTHING we use today could be
made without some sort of cutting
tool! This includes everything from
rockets to clothes to computers to a
hamburger! Our civilization still
depends on our first and most
important tools, cutting tools!

Ken and Paula have been full time
RVers for 15 years. They travel the
country speaking and teaching the
history of cutting tools, showing how
they were made in both ancient and
modern times. Tools from rocks, sea
shells, old files, even METEORITES!
Kelgin highlights over the years
include knives made for Paul Harvey
and knives presented to General
Schwarzkopf and all Gulf War POW’s
by General Colin Powell.
Andy Griffith used one on an episode
of his TV show, MATLOCK!
The Green Berets use
their instructions on
sharpening at the
SERE school at
Camp Mackall,
(Fort Bragg,) NC.

Paula took retirement to mean she
didn’t make knives any more, go
figure! Ken moved on to sculpting,
but still enjoys making an occasional
knife with anyone who’d like the
experience. Ken will bring the shop
to you and spend a day or two
helping you make your custom knife!
A once in a lifetime experience!
You’ll need to find a friend, as it’s a
two knife minimum. Cost starts at
$750.00 for each knife.

A couple examples of Ken’s custom knives.
What would your dream knife look like?
Ken’s two sculptures are “NEPTUNE’S
SWORD” a bronze squid holding a blade
made from a real Swordfish’s Bill!
“TRADITION” is only available in resin
and displays a knife of your choice.
It represents the disappearing
tradition of a Dad or Papaw
passing his knife on to
the next generation.
$1900.00 for
“NEPTUNE’S SWORD”
Limited Edition of
299 bronzes.

“Most prolific living knife maker”
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Ken got a commemorative knife without having to die first!
Ken & Paula Largin
2001 S. State Rd. 1 Connersville, IN 47331
765-969-5012
kelgin.com
americascraftsmen.com

$99.00 for the resin “TRADITION”

When you visit us, you can do
several hands on projects. Kids of
any age can hammer a little knife or
sword from a nail. It’s not sharp! We
just ask for a $5.00 Co-Op donation.
You can also make
a miniature Railroad
Spike knife for
$10.00

Any age can forge a little functional
knife from a Horse Shoe. You forge
the blade and get simple instructions
for finishing the rough forging at
home with a file. Includes materials
to make a leather sheath.
Pony Shoe $20 Horse Shoe$29
We have knife making DVD’s $20
We are available for free talks when
travels bring us to your area. Topics:
“A brief history of cutting tools/black
smithing”, “Craftsmanship, old and
modern attitudes”, and “Life as
modern day NOMADS”. We also offer
a hands on version of our “HISTORY
OF CUTTING TOOLS” Details at
kelgin.com /americascraftsmen.com.

